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Abstract. Educational content available on the web is playing an im-
portant role in the teaching and learning process. Learners search for
different types of learning objects such as videos, pictures, and blog ar-
ticles and use them to understand concepts they are studying in books
and articles. The current search platforms provided can be frustrating
to use. Either they are not specified for educational purposes or they
are provided as a service by a library or a repository for searching a
limited dataset of educational content. This paper presents a novel sys-
tem for automatic harvesting and connecting of medical educational ob-
jects based on biomedical ontologies. The challenge in this work is to
transform disjoint heterogeneous web databases entries into one coher-
ent linked dataset. First, harvesting APIs were developed for collecting
content from various web sources such as YouTube, blogging platforms,
and PubMed library. Then, the system maps its entries into one data
model and annotates its content using biomedical ontologies to enable
its linkage. The resulted dataset is organized in a proposed NoSQL RDF
Triple Store which consists of 2720 entries of articles, videos, and blogs.
We tested the system using different ontologies for enriching its content
such as MeSH and SNOMED CT and compared the results obtained.
Using SNOMED CT doubled the number of linkages built between the
dataset entries. Experiments of querying the dataset is conducted and
the results are promising compared with simple text-based search.

Keywords: Linked Data, Web Databases, Ontologies

1 Introduction

The use of web content is increasing because of its accessibility at any time and
from any place. Online libraries have started to support open access and profes-
sionals are increasingly using Web 2.0 technologies to spread their knowledge. In
medical education, although its content should be of a high quality and provided
by authorized sources, the web had played an important role in providing such
content. Medical communities have a high awareness of the range of educational
content available and show substantial interest in using such resources [1].
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Searching for relevant educational content on the web can be challenging for
its users. The vast amount of information available and the diversity of its types
makes the search process time consuming. The content of any website is usually
stored in a relational database with different fields used for describing its records.
Therefore, integrating web databases into one data store is a challenging issue.
New practices for publishing web content using Linked Data are being adopted
by an increasing number of content providers leading to the web of data [2].

In this paper, we present a novel system that adopts Linked Data practices for
automatic linking of heterogeneous web stores into one dataset based on biomed-
ical ontologies enrichment. The developed system links some of the high quality
User Generated Content (UGC), published on YouTube and blogs by medical
educators and organizations, with content from online medical libraries. Using
biomedical ontologies, we enriched the content of these databases by annotating
free-text descriptions provided in their metadata records. Ontology-based anno-
tation allows the system to discover keyword terms in web database content and
builds dynamic linkages between them. The final linked dataset is represented
in RDF/XML format and URIs are used for describing the dataset content.

Researchers in the field of e-learning refer to online educational resources that
can be used in the learning process as Learning Objects (LOs). Learning Objects
as defined in [3] can be of different types -images, videos, or text-, and differ in
granularity from books to small web pages. Since the application domain of this
work is medical education, we refer to the educational resources retrieved from
the web and used in this system as Educational Medical Objects (EMOs). The
result of our work is a linked dataset of EMOs named the LEMO dataset and a
system for managing them called the LEMO system.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background and related
work about the subject. Section 3 describes the processes applied for harvest-
ing distributed web stores and building the LEMO RDF Triple Store. Section
4 provides more details about the ontologies used in the LEMO system, and
explains the use of these ontologies in the annotation and enrichment process.
Furthermore, a detailed description of the NoSQL RDF Triple Store components
are presented in this section. Section 5 details a comparative analyses for using
the LEMO system with the MeSH and SNOMED CT ontologies, and discusses
experiments conducted for querying this dataset using ontological-based queries.
Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Background and Related Work

Using Linked Data and ontologies for data enrichment have been researched
heavily in the recent years. The enrichment methods can happen at the server-
side or client-side of a system. Both variations have been tested in [4] and the ad-
vantages and disadvantages were compared. Enriching queries is another method
applied at the server-side of the system, and the work presented in [5] investi-
gated enriching queries made to a collection of medical images provided by one
library. The queries have been expanded after enriching the text with MeSH on-
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tology terms. Data enrichment has also been used with UGC content on the web,
because user generated tags or folksonomies describing YouTube videos may be
poorly chosen. The tag expansion and raking applied in [6] has been shown to
enhance the description of the videos on YouTube. Enriching the content of a
single dataset has been heavily researched, especially in the medical field. This
is due to having mature and well maintained biomedical ontologies [7].

Linked Data principles have been adopted in education. Projects have been
developed for supporting the use of web educational data [8]. Efforts for linking
different educational ICT tools registries are presented in [9]. Another project
for publishing datasets of educational medical materials in Linked Data has been
developed in [10], which focused on providing a data model for exposing various
types of educational materials to the web in order to enhance their interoperabil-
ity and reuse across the web. It is clear that Linked Data will have a potential
in the education field. A project presented in [11] developed a curriculum from
Open Educational Resources tailored for teaching and training practitioners to
use Linked Data. These days, educational organizations and universities are con-
sidering storing and publishing data using a Linked Data format [12].

3 LEMO Triple RDF Store

Before integrating web educational stores, we need to harvest and model dis-
tributed Eudcational Medical Objects (EMOs) into one data model. Our goal is
to integrate different types of EMOs into one linked data set that is searchable
and queryable.

In order to accomplish this goal, we developed two harvesting endpoints. In
the first one, we incorporated the OAI-PMH protocol [13]. The other endpoint
is basically an RSS feed reader storing web feeds from websites that provide
them. Many online libraries expose their metadata using an OAI-PMH protocol
such as the PubMed library. Using these harvesting endpoints, developed in the
LEMO system, we harvested articles from the PubMed library and videos and
blogs from YouTube and blogging platforms. The resulted dataset consisted of
2720 medical educational objects divided into 1000 articles from PubMed library
and 1720 blogs and videos harvested from five different blogging websites and 6
YouTube channels. The chosen blogs and YouTube channels are maintained by
either medical academics or journals and dedicated to educational purposes.

The harvested metadata records are retrieved in XML formats. The OAI
service in PubMed supports DCMI metadata, therefore we can set the format
parameter in the OAI requests produced by LEMO to be DCMI for harvesting
content. On the other hand, blogs and video RSS feeds are structured XML
documents which are machine interpretable and provide access to parts of the
website entries such as title, authors, publication date, and content [14]. A frag-
ment of the XML files harvested is illustrated in figure 1 along with the processes
needed to build LEMO RDF Triple Store.

The heterogeneous metadata structures for all EMOs retrieved are mapped
into the LEMO data model using XSLT techniques. The LEMO data model has
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Fig. 1. LEMO RDF Triple Store structure and development process

been proposed in [15] at an earlier stage of developing the LEMO system after
conducting a comparative study of existing data model in medical education. It is
based on the DCMI metadata schema and implemented in RDF/XML formats.
New LEMO properties were introduced for describing the enriched resources in
LEMO store which will be discussed in detail in section 4. The mapped files
are then sent to the ontology enrichment process which annotates the free-text
of EMOs, and discovers possible subjects to categorize them. This will result in
having an enriched LEMO Triple Store which consists of EMOs, terms annotated
in EMOs, and ontology classes used for annotation, as shown in figure 1.

4 Ontology-based Annotations

Biomedical ontologies are formal representations of knowledge with definition of
concepts and their relations [16]. Such ontologies have been used for indexing
data produced by researchers in the field to ease its integration [17]. They are
also used for indexing articles in medicine libraries such as the use of MeSH
ontology for indexing PubMed library articles. In the LEMO system, we use on-
tologies to annotate free-text in the harvested EMO metadata such as titles and
descriptions. Annotating the free-text enables us to discover relations between
non related objects on the web. In the LEMO system, we adopt the Linked Data
format for building the LEMO Triple Store which is considered the best practice
for connecting semantically related data that was not previously linked [2].

The application domain of the LEMO system is medicine education. The
BioPortal1 open repository for biomedical ontologies is used to explore possible
ontologies to integrate them with the LEMO system. BioPortal provides access

1 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
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to ontologies developed in different formats via web services which enable its
users to get information about the ontologies or its content [18]. The LEMO
system uses additional web services such as the annotator service provided by
Bioportal for annotating and linking objects in the dataset. The ontologies used
in the LEMO system so far are the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine -
Clinical Terms SNOMED CT and the Medical Subject Headings MeSH.

4.1 SNOMED CT and MeSH ontologies

The SNOMED CT ontology has been developed by specialized organizations
in both the USA and the UK and offers a standardized healthcare terminology
which is comprehensive, scientifically validated, with relationships built into its
core concepts [19]. This ontology was released in 2002 and since then new versions
of it have been released semi-annually. SNOMED CT has been designated as
the preferred clinical terminology to use in 19 countries [20]. Its application in
medical information systems is expected to increase. The popularity and broad
use of this ontology in the field of medicine was the main reason for applying
SNOMED CT in the LEMO system.

As for the second ontology applied in the LEMO system, MeSH has been used
for indexing PubMed Library content. Therefore, we applied it in the LEMO
system to annotate and link EMOs based on its classes and relations. MeSH has
been developed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) in the USA and is
considered the controlled vocabulary set used for indexing its articles. It consists
of a set of terms naming descriptors organized in a hierarchical structure from
general to more specific descriptors [21].

4.2 EMOs Annotation Enrichment

The LEMO RDF Triple Store consists of collections of linked resources describing
its content and organized as illustrated in figure 2. Each resource is identified
by a unique URI and a set of predicates to describe its properties. The major
component in the LEMO RDF Triple Store is EMOs. After applying ontology
enrichment, additional term annotations resources are added to the collection of
EMOs’ title and description resources to enrich them. The smallest component
of the LEMO store is ontology classes. Each annotation made in the free-text
points to a class in the ontology used for annotation. The classes of an ontology
are arranged in a graph structure where relations exist to identify the class
hierarchy. The collection of classes used in annotating the LEMO RDF Triple
Store forms a subset of the original ontology graph.

The resources of the LEMO RDF Triple Store are described using the LEMO
data model. The model is based on DCMI properties enhanced with new prop-
erties proposed for representing the annotations in LEMO. Such new properties
are defined using the prefix “lemo”. As shown in the XML fragment of figure 2,
EMOs are described using only DCMI properties. The values of their title and
description predicates are new resources created, rather than textual values,
used for linking the EMOs to annotations using the lemo:lemoTitleAnnotation
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Fig. 2. Snippet of LEMO RDF Triple Store Components

and lemo:lemoDescAnnotation properties. The term annotations are described
in detail using LEMO properties that store details about the original text anno-
tated, its indices and content along with details about the class it was annotated
to using a specific ontology, its ID, label, definition, and synonyms if they exist.
The terms’ annotated classes are nodes in the original ontology used for enriching
the dataset. Hence, a sub graph of the original ontology can be built using the
collection of ontology classes used for annotating its terms. The class relations
are stored using the lemo:adjacentTo property. These class resources will enable
further processing of the LEMO Triple Store to discover subjects or categories
for EMOs and build dynamic linkages between its resources.

In the annotation process, free-text of EMOs is sent for the BioPortal anno-
tator service and an ontology is specified in the request parameter. Then, the
response is read and terms’ annotated resources are created and linked to EMOs
stored in the LEMO RDF Triple Store. After the annotation process, each EMO
is represented by a set of keywords which are the terms annotated in its title
and description. Each set of keywords representing an EMO forms a smaller
sub graph of linked ontology classes based on their adjacency lists stored in the
LEMO Triple Store. For discovering subjects for an EMO, we apply a simple
term filtering technique to identify a smaller set of keywords which represent
the EMO subject property and stored as the value of the dc:subject predicate
for that EMO. In term filtering, we assign weights for the keywords based on
their position and co-occurrence in an EMO term annotation set. Then, the ac-
cumulated weight for each keyword is calculated based on its hierarchical level
in ontology. If the term annotated class is a parent of many terms annotated for
the same EMO, then it will be more important than a term that is leaf in the
ontology. The final weight value for each term annotated is stored in the rdf:value
property of the term annotation resource. After normalizing the weights of the
keywords, the top ranked keywords are selected as subjects of an EMO.

We tested the LEMO system against two biomedical ontologies: MeSH and
SNOMED. Comparison of annotation results, term filtering, and linkage discov-
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ery of these two experiments are detailed in the following section. The results of
the comparisons helps to decide which ontology to use in LEMO system based
on the larger number of annotations created.

5 Results and Discussion: MeSH vs. SNOMED ontology

The components of the dataset, harvested from the web for testing this system,
are detailed in table 1. The table details the numbers of resources harvested
grouped by its type. It also details the number of keywords discovered after
annotating its textual content whether annotated in the title or the description
based on MeSH and SNOMED CT ontologies.

Table 1. Number of terms annotated for the set of EMOs using different ontologies

MeSH annotations SNOMED CT annotations

Type of
EMOs

Number of
EMOs

Title Description Total Title Description Total

Article 1000 3887 12192 16079 6166 29859 36025

Video 1259 3027 4304 7331 3677 5710 9387

Blog 461 754 4720 5474 1572 9756 11328

Total 2720 7668 21216 28884 11415 45325 56740

We notice that the number of terms annotated using the SNOMED CT
ontology is greater than the number of keywords annotated using the MeSH
ontology. The difference is not significant for video and blog EMOs compared to
article EMOs. This is due to the short text provided in the metadata of blogs and
videos compared to the longer text provided for articles in the online libraries.
The collection of terms annotated for the dataset is used for building linkages
between the EMOs and discovering subjects for categorizing the EMOs.

5.1 Discovering Subjects Using Ontologies

After processing the keyword set for each EMO, subjects were selected from the
keywords annotated for categorizing each EMO. The resulting sets of subjects
selected for each EMO are variable in size. We calculated the total numbers of
subjects selected in the LEMO dataset and compared them against the keywords
set sizes. The results are detailed in figure 3a and figure 3b for the MeSH and
SNOMED CT subject selections respectively. The percentage of keywords chosen
as subject terms from the SNOMED CT annotated terms is less than the per-
centage from the MeSH annotated collection. In both experiments, the subjects
discovered are mainly chosen from the keywords annotated in the titles of EMOs.
This indicates that the term filtering techniques have succeed in this matter. We
can notice that in SNOMED CT, only 11% of the keywords annotated in the
description were chosen as a subject, compared toa higher percentage of 26%
keywords in the description using MeSH.
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(a) Subjects based on MeSH (b) Subjects based on SNOMED

Fig. 3. Subject selection

The LEMO dataset consists of different types of EMOs. Video and blog
EMOs usually have shorter descriptions in their metadata fields if any. This
affects the number of keywords annotated for EMOs from such types and that
reflects on the number of subjects selected. Using MeSH and SNOMED CT
annotations, the results of disovering subjects for video and blog EMOs are not
enhanced in both experiments. Figure 4a and figure 4b illustrate the relation
between the counts of subjects discovered in MeSH and SNOMED CT annotated
EMOs and their types. In both experiments, video and blog EMOs have low
subject counts. This is due to the low numbers of terms annotated in this type of
EMOs. Comparing the subject selection process based on MeSH and SNOMED
CT, we notice that in the SNOMED CT based dataset, very few EMOs did not
have any subject count, while in the MeSH based dataset, more than 150 EMOs
from articles, videos or blog types have subject counts equal to zero.

5.2 Links Analysis

After the subject selection process, we analysed and compared the dynamically
built links in the LEMO dataset. We consider that there exists a link between
two EMOs if they have a similar annotated class in their subjects or keywords
set. Also, we count a link between two EMOs as directed links. Therefore, if there
is a link from node a to node b the link count will be two not one. We compared
the number of links built in the dataset in the two experiments conducted. Table
2 illustrates the number of links built in LEMO dataset in both experiments;
MeSH and SNOMED CT annotations. As detailed in the table, the number
of links based on SNOMED CT ontology is greater than ones based on MeSH
ontology. The results are almost doubled in the links count. This is due to the
large number of annotation discovered using SNOMED CT ontology.

5.3 Ontology-based Access

We provided a user interface for querying the LEMO Triple Store enriched with
SNOMED CT ontology classes since it resulted in higher number of annotations
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(a) EMOs annotated in MeSH and their subjects

(b) EMOs annotated in SNOMED and their subjects

Fig. 4. Relation between Subjects count and EMOs types

Table 2. Links count in LEMO dataset based of MeSH And SNOMED CT ontologies

Number of Links based on

Based on Ontology Title Desc Subject

MeSH 352029 867636 248704

SNOMED CT 464876 1443667 418782

in LEMO content. The system binds the user with choosing ontological classes
rather than writing a free-text in the search box. Figure 5 illustrates the auto-
complete feature presented in LEMO for ontological based access. The auto-
complete text box retrieves SNOMED CT ontology classes used in LEMO store.
Algorithm 1 explains the ontological-based technique for searching and ranking
the results of searching for a selected class.

The algorithm developed in LEMO is based on the NoSQL structure for
LEMO store explained previously in figure 2. As explained in the ontology-
based query algorithm, the search process starts with one ontology class Q.
Then, a query vector is built based on the class adjacency properties stored
in LEMO store. Now, we start searching for EMOs annotated with any of the
ontology classes related to the query class Q. So far the search results are not
ranked according to its relevance to the query initiated. Hence, the related classes
retrieved are weighted according to their co-occurrences with Q class in the
search result set. Then, the weights are normalized according to the length of
the search result size and the class Q in the vector will have a weight of 1. For
each EMO in the search result, the weights of its annotations found in QVecor
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Fig. 5. The ontology-based LEMO search user interface

Algorithm 1: Ontology-based Query
inputs :

Ontology class to be queried Q, LEMO dataset LEMO
output:

Ranked Search Result set of EMOs

RelClasses← getRelatedClasses(Q) .Stores related classes to Q

foreach c ∈ RelClasses do
qResults← getEMOsAnnotatedWith(c)
add qResults to ResSet .ResSet is the final search results

end

QVector ← weightQVector(RelClasses) .Weight related classes to Q

foreach d ∈ ResSet do
dV ector ← weightDV ector(d) .Weight d annotations based on QVector

end
foreach d ∈ ResSet do

calculatedEucildeanDist(dVector,qVector)
end
Sort(ResSet) .Sort results ascendingly

are retrieved from rdf:value in LEMO store which is used to store the weight
of an annotated class as explained in the previous sections. In order to have
more accurate weights for EMOs’ classes, the weights are normalized based on
the length of their annotation list. Finally, the search results are ranked based
on its euclidean distance from the query vector as shown in the algorithm. In
order to test this algorithm, we conducted random queries of 5 classes found in
LEMO Triple Store. The results are shown in table 3 and compared with exact
text matching search.

From the sample of classes queried in this experiments, we can notice that
the ontological-based search always retrieved higher number of results than text-
based access. The overlap coefficient always indicated a percentage higher than
90% for all the queries tested. In other words, the ontological access covers almost
all the search results of text-based access. We calculated the Jaccard Similarity
coefficient to emphasize the case in the last query “RENAL DISEASE”. In this
query, the text-based results are only 4 EMOs since we used exact text matching.
Hence, the jaccard similarity is very low between the two search results. The
query vector resulted from searching for “RENAL DISEASE” included 24 other
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Table 3. Ontological-based vs. Text-based search results in LEMO Store

Query Class
Size of Ontology-based

Result set (O)
Size of Text-based

Result set (T)
Overlap Coefficient

O ∩ T
Jaccard

Similartiy Coef.

HEPATITIS 27 21 100% 0.78

INFLUENZA 30 25 92% 0.71

MUSCLE 66 65 95% 0.89

BRAIN 61 49 100% 0.80

RENAL DISEASE 36 4 100% 0.11

classes related to it based on SNOMED CT ontology as stored in LEMO dataset.
The list of related classes include: (Renal vascular disorder, Nephritis, nephrosis
and nephrotic syndrome, Renal impairment, Infectious disorder of kidney and,
· · · , others). The algorithm of ontological-based query gives higher weight for
the class queried Q which results in having EMOs containing the class Q ranked
at the top of the search result set.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present a system for linking Educational Medical Objects
(EMOs) harvested from distributed web databases. The aim of the system was
to bridge the gap between UGC content, provided by YouTube and blogging
platforms, and online medical libraries such as PubMed. We have tested the
system against a sample dataset and compared the results of using MeSH and
SNOMED CT ontologies in the enrichment process. The final dataset consisted
of 2720 linked EMOs which are annotated, linked, and accessed by the system
developed. Using LEMO dataset enriched with SNOMED CT, we tested access-
ing the dataset using ontological-based approach vs. simple text-based matching.
The results indicated the efficiency of ontological-based access in LEMO dataset
and the overlapping coefficient between the search results of the two approaches
presented values above 90% in all queries tested. In the future, a more devel-
oped user interface will be built with more advanced features for browsing and
querying the LEMO dataset presented.
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